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Fiqh/Path to Sunnah
Pearls of Purity (A Complete Wudu &
Conditions that Nullify Wudu)

Performing a Complete
Wudu


Remove anything that may restrict water from reaching the required areas



Make an intention



Begin with the name of Allah



Wash the hands 3 times, begin with the right hand



Rinse the mouth 3 times, use the right hand



Use the miswak (or a substitute)



Rinse the nose 3 times, use the right hand to take in water, use the left to clean
the nose



Wash the face 3 times



Wash the right arm 3 times, begin with the finger tips and include the elbows for
both arms, wash the left arm 3 times



Wipe the entire head once, inner/out ear, and back of neck



Wash the right foot 3 times, left foot 3 times



Recite the shahada after wudu

Nullifiers (Breakers) of Wudu








Anything which exits from the front or back passage of the
private parts, regardless of whether it is pure (kidney stone) or
impure (urine)
Impurity which flows from anywhere else on the body
▪

Blood and pus

▪

Bleeding from the mouth breaks wudu if the blood overtakes the saliva

▪

Vomit, if more than a mouthful

Sleep if one’s bottom is not firmly planted on the ground
Fainting or unconsciousness
Audible laughter during prayer with ruku & sajdah
▪

If others nearby cannot hear the laughter, it breaks the prayer

▪

If others nearby can hear the laughter it breaks the prayer and wudu

Wiping Over Socks




Allah commands washing the feet in the
Quran
▪

This command is both explicit in meaning and
tawatur in transmission

▪

Based on this verse, wiping should never be
permissible

However… numerous hadith mention the
permissibility of wiping over leather socks


These hadith are also explicit in meaning and
tawatur in transmission



Almost all narrations use the Arabic word,
“khuff, which refers to leather socks



Only hadith mention wiping over jawrab (cloth
socks), but the hadith are weak and
authenticity is questionable

What Can be Wiped


Khuff – Leather Socks or anything that meets the
equivalent requirement may be wiped over:
▪
▪
▪




Waterproof – Must not absorb water or allow water to
penetrate to the foot
Durable – Must be strong enough that one can walk at least 1
mile in them without tearing
Thickness – Must be able to stay above the ankle on their own

Perform wudu - the socks must be worn after washing
the feet
Valid for 24hours for a resident, Valid for 72 hours for a
traveler

Takeaways


Wudu is NOT valid if wipe over socks, unless they are khuff



Can purchase from www.islamicoutfitters.com

Quran: The Miracle of
Revelation
Lecture 8: Allegations Against Rasulullah ﷺ
How Rasulullah (SAW) Received Revelation

Mechanisms of Wahi


Wahi has a chain of transmission



Revealed from Allah –> carried through the Angel Gibrael
(as) > to the heart of the Prophet (saw) > Rasulullah  ﷺused
his tongue to spread it and its spread through the ummah

1.

Chimes of the Bell - if he heard ringing, would know it’s
coming – this was the hardest on Rasulullah ( ﷺimagine
standing next to a huge bell – vibrations through body)


When Rasulullah  ﷺwould receive wahi, breath would stop,
face turn pale, would shiver, and sweat roll down face like
pearls even in the extreme cold of winter



Once riding the camel – caused it to sit while being revealed



Rasulullah was resting his head on Zaid (ra)’s leg and he said
he felt his thigh would crack in half due to the weight of Quran
falling upon the heart of the Prophet (saw)

Mechanisms of Wahi
2. Angel Gibrael – came in the form of human (specifically deyha kalbi)
and would recited the wahi to Rasulullah  – ﷺthis is the one of the
easier ways on Rasulullah ﷺ

3. Angel Gibrael would appear in his TRUE angelic form


This happened 2 times (first revelation and isra wal mihraj)

4. Direct conversation with Allah


This happened 1 time at isra wal mihraj

5. Angel Gibrael would just put it in the heart without recitation

Allegations Against Rasulullah ﷺ

“If We had sent down this Qur'an upon a mountain,
you would have seen it humbled and coming apart
from fear of Allah. And these examples We present to
the people that perhaps they will give thought.” –
Surat Hajar

